How to use

Level Measurement and Control
Anny resource from online experimentation@FEUP for all might be accessed through
https://remotelab.fe.up.pt/

Warnings:
This remote experiment interface works with the most common browsers. Live videos can
have some problems with Internet Explorer or Edge browsers.

Access instructions
In order to access the remote experiment, the next steps might be followed:



Please, go to the link (https://limserver.fe.up.pt/login/index.php)
and Log in using the provided credentials



Then, the experiment can be booked by selecting ‘Booking system’

 Please, select the date, the experiment named ‘Level Transducer Characterization’ and
select a free time slot for access the experiment. Then select ‘book’.
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 In ‘My bookings’, please access to the experiment during the selected time slot by clicking
the remote experiment name


The user interface shown below will be displayed
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Interface features
There are six sections in the interface allowing the following actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Command for actuation in either manual or automatic mode
Status for informing the experiment status
Live video for the remote experiment visualization
Monitoring for observing the progress of the level transducers output, the detectors’ state
and the water level measured
5. Data table and “selectable experimental transducers characteristic graphical”
6. User actions

Operation modes
Manual mode
The Manual mode allows the user to get the on/off control of the pump by clicking (on/off) the
Filling button. To drain valve actuation, click the Draining button. The user can select three
distinct water flow rate.

Automatic mode
The Automatic procedure allows the user to start the experiment by clicking Start button (the
software will automatically perform the pre-established procedure).

Both modes will introduce changes in the water level of the tank. The user interface provides
each transducer output, the detectors’ state and pretends to inform level values indicating
different numerical values evolution of the water level. An example can be presented in the
next picture.
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Bottom buttons
 The Save Data button allows the user to save test data from both the automatic operation
or from the manual modes (when ‘pick points’ is pressed).
 The Reset System button is used to restart the system (reset is recommended whenever
the experiment is to be performed).
 The Information button opens a new window with some relevant information about the
setup (transducers and detectors description). If the browser blocks any pop-up windows it is
necessary to allow it.
Save Data: After performed the automatic or manual mode test, the measured values can be
saved in the Moodle Remote Experiments Platform file system with the user chosen file name.

In the left menu EJSAPP FILE BROWSER the saved file can be accessed.
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Suggested exercises
After the picture below, a few set of questions will address some experiment related
questions.
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1. Identify those that are transducers and those working as detectors, by using the
corresponding numbers:
Corresponding Numbers
Transducers
Detectors
2. Plot the characteristic (function) for each transducer for the experiment offered range (the
range in which they have been working)
3. Determine each transducer sensitivity when integrated on this system (and its electronics)
in the considered range.
4. Calculate the transducer’s non-linearity for those with approximate linear response.
5. Annotate possible dead zones for each transducer.
6. Which procedure should have been used to determine the hysteresis of each detector?
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